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INTRODUCTION 

In the world of high-pressure water jetting, where precision, power, and adaptability are 
paramount, the selection of rotary tools equipped with the most suitable braking mechanism 
becomes a crucial decision. Two dominant solutions have emerged, each with its distinct 
advantages and limitations. One approach employs a Centrifugal Brake driven by centrifugal 
forces, while the other harnesses the power of magnets through a magnetic brake system. The 
choice between these systems profoundly influences the efficiency, effectiveness, and versatility 
of rotary tools in a range of applications across various industries. 

Industries such as construction, manufacturing, and maintenance continue to demand powerful 
tools that excel in challenging conditions, making the decision between hydraulic and magnetic 
brakes even more pertinent. From the intensive surface preparation required in shipyards and 
dry docks to the maintenance of structures within refineries, the proper treatment and 
rejuvenation of metallic surfaces are critical. In such scenarios, the rotary tools' braking 
mechanisms play an essential role in ensuring precision, control, and safety. 

SURFACE PREPARATION IN CHALLENGING ENVIRONMENTS 

Consider the demanding environment of shipyards and dry docks, where metal structures face 
exposure to the corrosive effects of seawater and harsh weather conditions. The need for 
efficient surface preparation, renewal, and protective coating becomes paramount to maintain 
structural integrity. The choice of rotary tool brake can significantly impact the quality and 
longevity of the treatment. The Centrifugal Brake's stability and reliability make it well-suited 
for such environments, providing consistent operation even in adverse conditions. 

Similarly, refineries and other industrial structures also require regular maintenance to prevent 
corrosion and deterioration. The intricate network of metal components demands careful surface 
preparation before recoating or maintenance work. Here, the magnetic brake's rotation control 
becomes crucial, enabling operators to achieve precise and uniform surface treatment. However, 



factors like the presence of metallic particles in the environment and potential temperature 
variations need to be weighed against the magnetic brake's effectiveness. 

 

ROLE OF ROTATION CONTROL AND APPLICATION-SPECIFIC NEEDS 

Rotation control is particularly essential in scenarios where uniform surface preparation is vital. 
The ability to adjust the tool's rotation enables operators to customize the intensity of water jet 
impact, catering to different surface conditions and treatment requirements. This adaptability 
finds resonance in the repair and renewal of structures within shipyards, docks, and refineries, 
where varying degrees of wear and corrosion necessitate different treatment intensities. 

 

Furthermore, the application of high-pressure rotary tools extends beyond surface preparation. 
From the removal of coatings and corrosion to the precision cutting of metallic components, the 
versatility of these tools is a hallmark of their utility. In such cases, the choice between 
hydraulic and magnetic brakes influences not only the quality of surface preparation but also the 
efficacy of the overall task. 

 

CENTRIFUGAL BRAKE: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES WITH SPECIFIC 
APPLICATIONS 

The rotary tool equipped with a Centrifugal Brake addresses concerns related to eddy currents 
and magnet heating. However, it's important to note that Centrifugal Brake systems require a 
larger quantity of oil, which needs periodic replacement—typically between 20 and 50 hours, 
depending on rotation and operational conditions. This increased oil usage not only escalates 
costs but also contributes to a greater environmental impact. 

 

APPLICATION OF EPOXY PAINT REMOVAL AS AN EXAMPLE OF THIS MODEL'S 
USE 

An exemplary application for the Centrifugal Brake model is epoxy paint removal from 
surfaces. Epoxy paint is known for its durability, making its removal challenging. In this 
context, the tool's maximum rotation is often required to effectively wear down the epoxy paint. 
The Centrifugal Brake, although lacking fine rotation adjustments, ensures the tool consistently 
operates at higher rotations, facilitating efficient epoxy paint removal. 

 

Furthermore, epoxy paint removal may generate loose metallic residues on the surface. These 
residues can hinder the proper functioning of the magnetic brake model by interfering with 
magnetic components and affecting their efficiency. The Centrifugal Brake, not reliant on 
magnetism, circumvents this issue and maintains functionality in environments with potential 
loose metallic particles. 

 

MAGNETIC BRAKE: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES WITH 
CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT EDDY CURRENTS 



The rotary tool with a magnetic brake offers the ability to adjust rotation by altering the 
proximity of a copper ring to the magnets. However, eddy currents are an electromagnetic 
phenomenon that generates heat when a conductor, such as the copper ring, is exposed to a 
varying magnetic field, like the field created by the magnets. This can result in heating of the 
copper ring and the magnets, leading to decreased effectiveness of the magnetic brake as 
temperature increases. At high rotations or in hot environments, this heating can become 
significant, impairing the brake's ability to control tool rotation. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In the realm of high-pressure water jetting and surface preparation, the choice between 
hydraulic and magnetic brakes holds the potential to significantly impact operational efficiency, 
safety, and environmental considerations. As industries continue to grapple with the challenges 
of maintaining metallic structures amidst harsh conditions, the suitability of the chosen brake 
mechanism takes on paramount importance. The complex interplay of factors, including rotation 
control, environmental conditions, maintenance requirements, and cost-effectiveness, guides 
decision-makers in selecting the optimal solution. 

 

Whether in shipyards, dry docks, refineries, or other environments requiring meticulous surface 
preparation and structural renewal, the proper selection of rotary tool brakes is essential. As we 
delve into the advantages and limitations of each braking system, this article endeavors to 
empower industry professionals to make informed decisions that align with their specific needs. 
By fostering a comprehensive understanding of hydraulic and magnetic brakes' attributes, we 
aim to equip professionals with the insights needed to navigate the challenges and opportunities 
inherent in surface preparation across a multitude of industries. 


